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Tho development of new types of industri.il catalysts is unthinkable today without a 

cooprehensive study of their physico-chemical properties, and a wide variety of new 

physico-chemical methods of studying catalysts is therefore considered. 



Modern technical progress in nitrogen industry as one 

of the leading branches of chemical industry is determined 

by the development of highly efficient large product i on linea 

baaed mainly on catalytic processes,  and making use of a 

large number of highly reactive and selective catalysts. 

Development of modern technology for the production    of 

ammonia, nitric acid, methyl alchohol and such like products 

in large capacity reactors was made possible through carrying 

out physical-chemical, technological,  experimental and aemi- 

industrial research aimed at development and commercialisation 

of new catalysts for hy Irogenation and absorption of sulfuruoua 

compounds from natural gas, steam and steam-air hydrocarbon conve« 

rsion, low temperature carbon monoxide aonvjròion,  methanation, 

ammonia oxidation with is lower platinoid content,  nitrogen 
decompptíit i on 

oxides decomposition,or exhaust gases from nitric acid pro- 

duction aa well as at development and commercialization of ammo- 

nia synthia granulated catalyst, ine lu ding non-column catalyst 

reduction,and low temperature methanol synthesis catalyst. 
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Scientific research aimed at improving the catalysts produ- 

ced by the industry were carried out in order to raise their 

activity| selectivity, «¿ability,  thermal resistance and mecha- 

nical strength ana were based on comprehensive physical-chemical 

investigations of catalyst properties, better selection of raw 

materials and promoting additives, and on process and equipment 

improvement* 

Extensive research carried out in Soviet nitrogen industry 

resulted in the development of new catalysts; basic technical 

data of these catalysts being cited below« 

CAÏALÏST FOR THE HÏDBOGMATION OF ORGANOSULFUR 

COMPOUNDS 

The presence of organosulfur compounds particularly. 

disulfides    in the natural gas    in the USSR necessitated 
the 

developing process of organoaulfur compound hydrogentaion to 

hydrogen dissulfide in order to provide fine purification from 

sulfur» Nickel-molybdenum, molybdenum and cobalt catalysts on 

alumina support are mainly used in thia process as contacts« 

Hew nickel-copper catalyst on alumina support has been developed 

in the Soviet nitrogen industry for the hydrogénation of 

organosulfur compounds« Propertywise this catalyst excels the 

other known catalysts C table HI). 

Almost 100% hydrogénation with the volume veloci«^ of 

2000 -XXX) hour-1.  l&BSL 0       - 
ra* (catalyst)  hour;    at 2^° -3°°^° is 

obtained through the utilization of a new catalyst« 
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Application of ;ñ^ catalyst aakes it po,slble to out 

down the hydrogen am0unt for hydrogénation to a-yn. 

ïhe catalyst Manufacture  technology i3 very .^ 

production co8t of thu catalyst i, iaBa  thaB  thaae ,f ^ 

application. The catalyst is sufficiently strong,  stable 

* operation and can b, succesafully used for the purmcetion 

of natural ga8 used in afonia ana Ethanol production. 

CATALKT-ABáOKBisR MOB îlm PUtímCATIOK 

OF WATUKAL «AS JfHüM SUWJB 

«Tdrogen diacide forced as a result of hyorogenation 

ot or^sulfur conpouuds is usually absorbed on a sink absor- 

b.r. it .hould po.se.. high specific surxace and opti• poro«. 

•truoture. Only in this case can hKrn r»,^^, ^ M nigil Purification degree be acfci- 
•T.d, and the absorber has considerbale sulfur capacity. 

A new. highly active absorber    distinguished fo, ito high street, 

•ad PC...^ high specific surface has been developed by the 
nitrogen industry of the Ml Ia 00ntraat tQ ^ ^ ^ 

•boorber. thi. one absorbs practican* t„,.., practically total amount of hydrogen 
dUulfid. a. ..n a8 au Bulfuroue coBpounda> contained ta 

"tur.! s„, tnU8 „^ it poaaibl9 to ^ out purification 

fro» .ulfur in on. stag, without hydrogénation. The catalyst 

AM been te.*.d on a ..«i-mduatrial plant. 

Working condlationai 

Pressure - 25-35 atm 

letterature - 280 -300°C 

Volo», velocity - 1000 -2000 houx-1 
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Sulfur content in natural pas u. cut down in this cade from 

2,0-14 mg/norma.l cubic iretera to 0,0 - C,5 mg/normal cubic meters 

(table ¿). Purification sonori making u^e of the. mentioned cata- 

lyst is distinguished for the equipment simplicity« The catalyst 

is available in fcho shape of 4-x5mm tablets. Service life depends 

upon natural gas composition« 

CATALYST POR HYEROCARBON COKVüfrJION 

New,  original methods have been developed for the preparation 

of nickel containing catalysts for the conversion (  reforming) of 

hydrocarbons mixed with various oxidants (, water vapour, carbon 

dioxide, oxygen and air). 

One of the catalysts obtained through the new method can be 

successfully used in the plants making nitrogen-hydrogen and 

hydrogen anc* hydrogen monoxide mixtures, pure hydrogen, inert 

gashes ana reducing gaseous mixtures at pressures up to 1$0 atm. 

By a large number of properties now catalysts excell considerably 

all known catalyst types    uied for the similar purposes ( table 3). 

Equilibrium of methane conversion reactions with the volume 

velocity on dry initial methane up to 4000 hour"1 and initial 

mixture composition correspoding to the ratio of CH.iHLO m 1t> 
the *   * 

can be practically obtained on one of •''steam reforming catalysts 

working over 600-900°C temperature range at 30 ate pressure. 

In contrast to the other known catalysts, activity of this 

catalyst practically does not change with its considerable over- 

heating by 400-^GO°C  over a long period of time in the course of con« 

version t, for example,  in the case process  temperature fluctuation 
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from 600 to 1100°). 

The catalyst granules before as well as alter use have high 

mechanical strength ( compression resistance - up to 1000 kg/craZ), 

exceeding the strength of imown analogous catalysts. 

Thermal stability of this catalyst is 2-3 times higher than 

that of known catalysts. New catalyst stands more than 50 sharp 

heat changes with temperature fluctuations from 20 to 1200°C. 

without signs of destruction. 

The catalyst preparation method is distinguished for its 

simple technology and few number of staGes. Complete absence 

of solid, liquid or gaseous harmful wastes is a considerable 

advantage of the new technolo&y. 

Another type of catalyst also containing small amount of 

silicon dioxide has its mechanical strengthen the course of 

operation,reduced only by 15-^0% and not by ?0-9O^ in contrast 

to known catalysts made by foreign companies(CP-rl Girdler - 

G-56$ ICI -57 - 1, CCI - G - 11 - 2 á ). 

Particles of new catalysts can be made in any shapes, 

for example, cylinder, ring and ball, 

CATALYST FOR CAHBON MOlIOajJE CQNViürtSlQN 

Hew, highly efficient carbon monoxide conversion catalyst 

have been developed by the USòB nitrogen industry as a result 

of «he implementation oi a wide research program. 
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It favourably differs from the- known catalysts  by its 

higher activity over a wide  temperature rançe  (13Ü-500°C),  good 

mechanical etrenp:th  C the^t1 Vêmd crushing force up to 40^ kg/cm2) 

and simple technology of  its  manufacturo  (  table 4). 

High thermal   -.taLLlity (   the catalyst shows atable performance 

at temperatures up  to 5C0°C),   and hißh activity makes it possible 

to utilize this new catalyst successfully for the 1-st and 2-nd 

stages of carbon monoxide conversion. 

The use of new catalyst results in considerable increase 

of hydrogen monoxide conversion plant efficiency due to lower 

steam/gas ratio, higher volume velocity and longer catalyst 

service life. Besides,  catalyat utilisation in both atabes makes 

unnecessary filling with sulfur removal substance before lo« 

tempreature catalyst and desulfurization ( required when using 

iron-chromium catalyst). 

The catalyst i.,  available in tablets or feranul.es of different 

shapes and sizes. 

lfifci'i'HAMI'IüK  CATALY.iT 

Laboratory research and studies in üami-industrial 

conditions have resulted in the development of a new highly effi- 

cient nickel catalyst on a stable heat resistant support,  to be used 

in the plants for the purification of nitrogen-hydrogen mixture 

and hydrogen from carbon oxides and oxygen,  through their hydroge- 

nation into methane and water, 

Property.-lse this oatalyst excels «anjr known catalyst* used 

for the 3ane purpose  (  table N5). 
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This catalyst ha* high activity,  heat-resiutance and 

mechanical strength.  Operating pressures are 10-^00 atm,  temperati» 

res = 250-350 C.  Its volume speed ranges from 2000 to 200 000 

hour    . It remains active when overheated to 600°C. 

Through the utilization of the new catalyst carbon oxide 

content in nitrogen-hydrogen mixture and in hydrogen can go 

down to 5-10 cm2/m?. Besides,   this catalyst can be used for the 

hydrogénation of some organic  substances. The catalyst is avai- 

lable in 6x6 mm tablets. 

AMMONIA SYNTHESIS CATALYST 

Catalyst CA-1  ( State Standard 12411-66)    is used in ammonia 

synthesis columns in the Soviet nitrogen industry. 

By its catalytic properties (,  activity,  stability,  mechanical, 

strength) this catalyst stays  on the same level with the best 

foreign catalysts. ( Table 6).Considerable changes having occurred 

within the last years in technology of the catalyst manufacture 

made possible production of this catalyst in granulated and pre- 

reduced form,  thus permitting to improve the catalyst quality 

and in doing so to intésify ammonia synthesis process. 

The granulated catalyst is distinguished for higher mecha- 

nical strength and better abrasion resistance in contrast to 

the ground catalyst. Utilization of granulated catalyst ( as 

indicated by industrial test results) in ammonia synthesis columns 

with diameters ranging from yOO to 1400 mm makes    it possible 

to cut down hydraulic resistance of theplant, raise its output 

by 10-150% through the use of fine grains, and to decrease the 

apparatus erosion. Due to lesser build-up and carryover of 

catalyst dust,  iron content in ammonia is reduced by the factor 
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of 1,5; clogging of neat exchange surfaces witn tne dust ^oes 

down, thus increasing efficient utilization of ammonia synthe- 

sis reaction heat. 

'ike catalyst is available in regular spherical granules 

with 'I-*, >-:>, 7-10 aun oiameter. 

The catalyst service life is guaranteed for ¿ years. 

Non- column reduction of ammonia synthesis catalyst has 

been commercialisa. In the case of non-oiumn reauction, optimum 

introduction of one contact rormation process is made possible, 

thus permittinc to raise its activity. The column dtart-up and 

commissioning time can be ^aved by the factor of 2-4. 

In the nearest future all the nitrogen industry plants 

in the USSR will change over to the utilization of reduced gra- 

nulated ammonia synthesis catalyst. 

AMMONIA OXIDATION CíATALYáT WITH A 

LOWER PLATIWOID CONTENT. 

The IÜJR Li one of the largest manufacturers of nitric acid. 

Special alloy screens with 90-95% platinum and 5-10% rhodium 

content are used in many countries as ammonia oxidation cata- 

lysts, whereas in the U3SR and in some other countries these 

screens are made from the alloy with 92,5% platinum, 3,5% rhodi- 

um and 4% palladium content. 

Prolonged scientific reaearch in the ¿oviet Union has 

resulted in the development of a new catalyst for ammonia oxi- 

dation into nitrogen oxide. 
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Thorough «d co.pr.taMi,, catri„t t-t>> proloneed exp#_ 

ri«c. of if industrial application ta. ,h0TO ttat th. new oatUjit 

1. not inf.rior, by it. buie properties, to the conventional ct.- 

lasts, used for ammonia oxidation. 

A«onia conversion d.gr~e on this catalyst re.che. 97-96,5, 

•t afo.ph.ric pressure, whereas at 6 .t». abs. this figure goes 
down to 94-96*. 

The scr..ns ar. ».d. of 0,09 m dia«.t.r »ire with 1024 

brs*intf p« 1 c- squ«.. Th. new catalyst i. favourably distin- 

pastad fro« th. ottar catalysts, used at pr«.nt, by the folio- 
wing features 1 

- Crtain .*,„„* of platiau. in tta catalyst composition 

ta* o.«n sub.titut.d by le«, .xponaiv. ..tais. 

- Th. w.ight of catalyst scr..ns is lesa b, 8-10« p.P surfac, 

unit, thus providing corresponding ¿.cress, in sp.cific,initUl 

ctalyst consu»ptlon in th. cours, of nitrogen orid.. and nitric 
«eld production.. 

- With the use of the new catalyst specific irreplaceable 

losses of precious metal) in the course of ammonia oxidation go 

«own by 15-25% and amount approximately to O.O35 gr. of platinum 

psr ton of nitric acid at atmospheric pressure and to 0.12 gr of 
platinum at 6 atm. abs. 

- The catalyst is less sensitive to catalytic poisoning. 

- The service life of these screens is 12-14 months for 

the installations working at atmospheric pressure and 6 months 

for the installations working at 6 atm. abs. 
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Lesa Operation losses  ir the manufacture of nitric  acid and 

nitrogen oxides are -mido poòsiblt   through the  amplication of new 

catalyst, 

fhe new catalyst   is sjxtooJc  for u¿»e in any ammonia oxida- 

tion aystena with the prersure of 6 atn. aba.;  it can aiao be 

used in operating system of nitri«  acid and nitrogen oxides pro- 

duction without a It-ratio- of exj.atinfc    contact apparatuses, 

Uded up new aii.oy catalyst screens can be regenerated in the 

sane systems where conventional platinum-rhodium screens are rege- 

nerated. 

Hew equipment Li not required for the catalyst manufacture. 

Double ^tage aamonia oxidation catalyst containing non-plati- 

num catalyst in the second stage, nade from cheap and available 

raw material,  ia used in the nitrogen industry of the Soviet Union* 

its service life L   not less than 5 years.. The use of double, 

stage catalyst makes  it ¿ocsibl- to cut down precious metal consump- 

tion by 50% end irrepl, cfble lessee by 2Cf>. 

CAHÀLYJÏ ?GH  THL  UEJUMKXS1TI0N 

CF larROGÜN  QXIDäS CONTAIiteD IK 

ÄXHAUST GASES   . 

Double layer catalyst lor the purification of exhaust 

nitrose gases through high temperature decomposition of nitrogen 

oxides has been developea and 3uces3fully used in nitrogen industry 

of the U3SH. Catalytic  decomposition is carried out through the 

use of various reducing agents ( hydrogen, tank and purge gases, 

•ethane    froi» natural gas). 
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Nitrogen oxides content in purified exhaust -as is O.005 

•ol.pct. with the outlet gas temperature of 7CQ-750°C and 

pressure ol 6 atm. Operai-lor.  life of  tie catalyse is  I.5 year. 

At present,  medium tampers ture catalyst for the purification of 

exhaust nitroae gasea fron nitrogen oxioe.  using ammonia as redu- 

cing agent,   i¿ beiny ¿mi-industrially tested. 

When developing,  industrial   types  of catalyst;  great attention 

during research was dram, to studying their chemical-physical 

properties,  and, therefore, we shall specially dwell on this topic 

with the view of possible discussion. 

STUDIED UP THYÒICAI^CHEMIJÀL 

PR0PEHTIE3  OF CATAIX3T3 

At the present tice,  development of industrial catalysts 

almost always necessitates complex study of their physical-chemical 

properties. The fuller physical-chemical parameters of solid contact 

are given,  tha faster the selection of the industrial catalyst 

optimum chemical coapewwion, conditions of its lumufacture and 

utilisation is made. 

For a long time the methods for the determination of the 

total surface, the catalyst por oc i ty, radial pores distribution as 

well as x-ray graphical analysis methods for the determination of 

the phase composition of the samples and their dispersion degree 

and the methods for studying mechanical strength were considered 

as the basic methods for the determination of Industrial catalyst 

properties .However, indus trial application experience points out 

that the above mentioned methods are obviously insufficient« 
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Insufficiency of exisciuf metaodE consists mainly in that 

they all allow to analyse taf  cataxyrt in its  final state, 

not in the course of its t>^oc--ensing ;it should be al30 noted that 

the catalyst can,   it» a role,  t<e analysed ab room temperature, and 

in the open air.    Therefore,   T,I,*- mechara SSD and dynamics  of phase, 

chemical md other trausfornât-•ons,  occuning in the cacalyst during 

ics processing in an industrial realtor remain,  to a considerable 
at  present 

extent, not yet revealed. In tni*  connectionÇthe problem of intro- 

ducing new methods  into the practice of phy.iical-chemi.cal studies 

of industrial catalysts has become j&rticuierly acute; the sain 

requirement being the possibility to carry out various analyses und« 
approximating 

conditions, frflnrteg industrial one«*  ( high temperatures«  elevated 

pressures, flor conditions, utilization of gae mixtures etc.) 

It i±> a common know!c-go thau the moat modern physical chemical 

methods are used, preferably,  to study "pure" systems leaving aside 

industria?, catalysts due tr t.ieir coarolicatea chemical composition« 

Decides, a large number of reseaich workers concentrated mainly 

on studying catalytic reaction mechanism and to a lesser extent on 

studying formation mechanise of industria1, catalysts at various 

3taces of their ncsvo^acture (  manufacture and heat treatment of 

contact substance,  heating,  reduction etc.) 

Knowlega of interaction mechanism between separate catalyst 

components in a solid phase and effect of various gashes, 

temperature, pressure etc, upon thi3 interaction character is 

essential for che .^election anc development of active,  heat resis- 

tant and s¿able in operation Industrial catalysts. 
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Tlxis trend hes enjoye! a L*.r~e rroMZ^ as applied to the investi- 

gations of coujcerolal    -.italyotJ  ¿3ed  m ^trc^e^ industry. At 

present,  diffère itia"    :" :r«*u  ~.<.ilv: j'.  coTbLi^d %ith ria3a-spectrum 

and chromatographic L. ..uly^L.  of ¿r.Sfous JLOCU^LS,   T3 /fell es 

differential therrmi analgia  tojet! er vita *¿ir;nt charge recording, 

thermo-inagnetic pnalys^i,   infrared s?tx> ros^cpy ai cl x-ray structu- 

ral YoF^nâse^conîp^sitj.cn af catalyst:; aie IUì'ìò  a¿  tho aiain methods 

for studying catalyst formation pratenses. ¿J »otron dii'raction 

and electron microscopy methods Jtre us¿d to study cae catalyst 

surface microstrueture*  Local x-rav jpectral analysis nethod is 

used for the determination of small concentration.; oí chemical 

elements in a catalyst and distribution of the ele&tjats of the 

basic components and micro-additives alon^ the phases. 

Thermographic, chromatographic ma ss -spec t ruin and tnermo-magnetio 

analyses of catalysts ere csrried out with th« samples neateö in 

the flow of various gases. A unit nas been commiHdioncd carrying 

out differehtiaJL-jnonrcl analysis of  the processes taking place 

in solid phase ac piofcL»uu*%s up to 100 atm. in static as well as 

in dyramic states. Compier utilisation oi the above method« makes 

it possible fco obtf.in extensive information concerning nature 

and stages of chemical and phase trar-iionrationj in a catalyst and 

its components in the course of heat treatment, reduction as well 

as in the course of the cetalyst poisoning and deactivation« 

Besides, the application of th**~aographlc analysis makes it 

possible to assess the character of heat chafes in an industrial 

reactor with the catalyst being properly treated,  thus presenting 

great practical interest for the Helection of reactor design and 

for developing    the process of crtalyst manufacture. 

Thus, for example, reduction of various nickel-chromium 
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catalysts baseu on hemvelant cAromiur, oompoui.ds is attended 

with considerati,, eate-rsic  effect  W<,C°/   1 Kr of oatalyat ) 

recorded by uifferoa^ tnarwu .naiy.i..   i„poPaiul.. ranee 

of this  «rM  C'vi-JS^   „,<• -, ,3,,rs  aJ   t,e eMttorMl pro. 

ceas observe have bee. established through datuil.d physical- 

chemical investigation!,. 

Activation -A  the  iao^trial niekel-~.hro.niun catalyst la 

attended with a^ ,xotheraal trc,oss cvc-r the temperature range 

of 120-200°C  (fig.2) whloh is „orerned by the ûaturc  of the 

aupfort. Siailar effect la not ejected for nlckel-alluj.iniu» 

catalyst with the sane nickel content und analogous nethod of 

Banufactur*. 

Application of •aas-sp.Mtruti method hea extended th. 

possibility of gaa pheae analysis. In the  oaae of continuo«, 

oontrol this „sthoü will ^e feasible sufficiently collet. 

ioÄification of Gaseouc ttate composition and anange of it. 

oo«ponentS, including reactive  md short-lived cor.pounda in 

th. cours, of the catalye, ^.t treatment in vaouu» and in 

various gaa atdia. 

The preaence of ion¿ with the cass number a/e 18.44, J2.16 

t- b..n eatabiiah.d by «eana 0f ma.,- 8J)ectrua Maly„u ^ ^# 

cour., of contact »ass -eat treatment up to 600°C in vacuo-, 

thu. indic.ting.iib.ration of H-jO.CO.,,  ü-,,0 and such lik. 

•ubatane« into the gaa pbaae. 

Ih. roaulta obtain,* through the application of th. abor. 

-thod. a. „a a. dlif.ranti.1 then»l .n^, „,,. ..„, u 

pcibl. to .„Lia . nutì>„ of ^.^ transf6rmaUoM ^^ 

1- . -Olid phase in the cour., of contact ^ ^ 
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Application of loca,  x-ra;- spectral analysis r.ethod for 

industrial catalyst, i,  .. new  trena ln  t;ie rield Qf heter0f.enou3 

catalysis stuolo»  1, *: :  , ,-rt,t r,lcr. :,„ ,aU as    01.0ad. 

Local x-ray spectral analysi»!  is.  «o f-,r    •>->,„ „,i     _,• 
for th<s observation of the ' ly direot method 

mstribution of the elements «¿one. the phases in the recion of a 

fa« microns, fai» fficteod corabi„,d with pe trophic analysis is 

used,   in the case of an inuustriU catalyst,  for the control of 

mineralogical phases conpoaition and elements  redistribution along 

the phase depending upon the ratio of initial corónente, method 

of the catalyst manufacture,  its heat treatment and reduction 

conditions as »ell as in the course  of the catalyst deactivation 

(overheating, copper and water vapour poisoning. 

Thus, it has been established that potassium and aluminium 

ax. distributed non-uniformaily .long the phases in the oxidised 

and twice-promoted iron catalyst ( FeWU^-f^O)  . Potassium, 

after having been reduced,  is concentrated in"iron containing 

Phase, and distributed uniformall.   in ¿  -Fe. After overheating 

the catalyst over to 5C0°C alluminium is coagulated on the borda- 

rle, of grains  cL -Fe, whereas potassium leaves grains     /-p, 
completely, 

Th. whole complex of physical-chemical studies was successful- 

ly aada use of In the course of the development of industrial 

-.thanation catalysts, »hen studying formation processes of low 

taratura carbon monoxide conversion catalyst and in the course 

of .tudjring the proceis.s of am»onia synthesis catalyst deactiva- 
tion. 
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Implementation of an extensive research program aimed at 

the development of new ^atalyst* for the manufacture of fixed 

nitrogen in the U¿»3R,:nadv¿ it possible to develop various types of 

catalysts meeting .specifications for the best foreign catalysts 

and by certain properties excelling them« 

By now,the Soviet nitrogen inauatry has accumulated suffici- 

ent experience in ohe development,  designing and setting up capa- 

cities for the manufacture of new cat&lyBts and car, engineer sepa- 

rate plants for making individual catalysts as well as large ca- 

talyst factories making a wide range of these products* 

•tüMHHiai 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

TABLE I 1 

Comparative data on alumocobaltmolybdonum 

catalysts 

( with the volume velocity of 2000 hour 

andflftaoapheric pre a sure ) 

-1 

Tenpera-' Hydrogen ! 
ture °C  : content    . 

Sulfur content    i Degree 
ng/n»* t of hyd- 

; 
s 

:Before ,    After 
|test      .      test 

0S3B (industrial) 550 

BASF (Bundesre- 
publik) 350 

CiC Girdltr (IBA) 350 

Grande Paroisse 350 
(Frano«) 
COX (U S A) 350 

26.0 0.4 

5 22.9 0.7 

5 19.9 1.0 

5 31.2 0.3 

5 24.6 2.1 

i rogena- 
: tion % 

96.5 

96.1 

95.0 

99.0 

91.5 

TABLE H 2 

9fts»WmtiTf flytt ?F Tf.lifr•»«d catalvata 

Type of catalyst 
!                          : i i i 

Shape end    :Bulk * Porosity «.Specific ¡Capacity 
sise of        : weight* :surface 'for 
particles    ikg/1 * ta /g ¡sulfur 

: : % of 
ï J î 'the 
: : .weight. 
s ! ; tat 400TJ 

USaB (industrial) Tablets 
diasi. -5m» 
height-3 an 

1.57       55.0 32.8       24.5 
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USSR (semi- 
in àustri al) 

32-4 (ICI, 
U.K.) 

29*2 (101; 
UK) 

B-ZnO 
(BASF, Bundes- 
republik; 

(HIKXI, Japan) 

ZnO 
(OHIAtIrance) 

0-72-C 
(Oil Oirdler, 
USA) 

Tablets 2.11 
diam.-5 B*& 
height-3mm 

Balls 
diam.-3mm      1«19 

Tablets 
5x5 

1.93 

Molded 
di am.-4mm 
height-5-10ffiffi 

1.44 

Tablets 1.07 
di am.-5mm 
height-4mm 

Tablets 1.55 
lian.-10mm 
height-5nai 

Balls 1.23 
dlasu-5QB 

36.7 ^5.0       29.4 
(t=250°C) 

43.3 54.9       20.2 

30.3       35.7       24.3 
(t=250°) 

44.8       18.7       26.3 

55.3       29.2        30.2 

39.5       35.6       18.0 

56.6 21.4 

TA3I£ N 3 
Specification of hydrocarbon c< 
catalyst with low silicon content 

Tjpe of catalyst| bhape 
. and 
j 

sis« of 
! tablets 
! WB 

I 
t 

Temporary resistance \?h< ermal re- 

Init ialtafter tatrengtkKnuabsr of 
cur »conversili tlosses    «thermal cyc- le onve rai« 

son kg/en : 
t : 
t t 
t t 

U&& ( industrial ) Cylinder 1500       1500 
12x12 

UBSH (semi-indu- 
strial) 

Rings 1000       940 
diam-12x6 
height-12 
Cylinder    1500       1350 
12x12 

mSSt (semi-lnuu-      diam-14x7    630      440 
strial) height-13 

10 

10 

30 

 oyc- 
i les 120x1000°- 
;-¿0°C in air, 
swithout da»* 
ffsffftofl) 

30 

40 

50 

30 
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TABLE N4 

Comparâtive data on low temperature CO 

ÇQgYOTlpn cqtalysfo 

Typ« of catalyst 'Residual CO at various 

iVF^mb*^ 
! 

t Maximum temperatu- 
re not causing 
decrease in acti- 
vity 

LFC (USSR) 

BTT (BASF,Bundes- 
republik) 

0,8 0.24 0.0,  0.1 

4.4 1.2 0.3  0.13 

up to 500 

350 

G-66B (CI.I Girdler 
USA) 

8.0 2.1   0.55 0.55 450 

GP-C6 (Grande 
ParolS3e Frano«) 

12.1 8.0   1.7 0.7 300 

ONIA (France) 14.8 14.6 13.2 9.8 300 

0-18 (CCI, IBA) 7.0 1.2   0.25 0,16 400 

Oast Hg- 53% 

00- 19% 

C02- 8% 

»2 - 5% 

Volume   velocity - 1000 hour 

steal/gas ratio   - 1f5 

Pressure - atmospheric 

-1 
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TABL3 N5 

Type of catalyst Activity* 
: 
.  Thermal 
"   stability 
!        °0 

i 
• 
X 
• 

Mechanical 
crushing 
strength 
kg/tabi«! 

USSR ( semi-induutrii il)    1W 600 25 

BASF, 
Bundesrepublik 180 500 6 

Ckl Glrdler IBA 170 650 25 
(0-65) 

OCI (C-15-4), IBA 160 450-480 9 

ONU, France 180 550 10 

P.I.f Den*erk 200 500 6 

*1 temperature of carbon oxide breakthrough 

at 15 atm.presure 
-1 Telocity - 4000 hour 
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TIBIE 16 

Comparativa data on a^i, trattai 

o outwit :Ln TOI. pet« la an exliauat gas 

at ¿00 ata. proseare with voluae       velocity 

of 30 000 hour"1 

Typa of oatajjst I Tawaaratu*. »0 
¡400 | »30 ¡    »75 {    300 j    $30 

ft*«* (TOSE) 17#7 23.6 2%.* 23.7 17.0 

B1SJ (Bundesrepublik) 17.0 23.0 23*6 21.2 16.4 

Ht-? (Bwaden) 16.6 20*3 20.4 19*6 15.2 

35-*» IO! (Kngland) 17.9 20.5    - 19#5 15.5 

Oaptione 

fig« 1 »eduction oí nickelchrotduw. catalyst with hydrogen 

fig«2   Differential thermal analysis of the activation process 

ofrniclSlchroaluii catalyst with hydrogen 

fig«5   MMi-apectrua analJB 1B of thermal decomposition produots 

<    of carbon aonoxide catalyst. 
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